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AB STRACT
This document describes electrical means for determining the
focal axis of an offset reflector a_,tenna whose physical rim is
not coincident with the boundary of the electrical aperture.
Even and odd sensing functions are employed in the focal region,
leading to both amplitude and phase criteria for resolving a
focal axis generally inclined with respect to the system axis.
The analytical aspects of the problem are discussed, and an
example related to a 4-meter Large-Antenna Maltiple-Frequency
Microwave Radiometer (LAM_._R)is included. It is sho_rn that
the technique is useful for foca! axis determination in math-
_atlcal simulations and in the physical world.
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION
F focal point or focal length
Yy physical rim of surface
FAy hypothetical rim of aperture
Os squint angle
K beam. deviation factor
A lateral feed displacement (in context)
. FA, EFA focal axis, estimated focal a_is
_., A sum and difference patterns (EM field values)
0, _ angles of the spherical coordinate system
SA incident and reflected rays (vectors)
n unit normal to a physical surface
PW •plane wave
CSW, ESW condensing or _xpanding spheL'ical wave
Ji feed or feed pattern
phase center
_i phase angle or argument
a, _, v. Euler angles
A
_X' I , _ Cartesian basis vectorsy z
EH electromag net ic
Ei electrcmagnetlc field or voltage due to a field
D ap_rtdre diameter
D$, R$ feed diameter, radius
PSH phase-sensing monopu Ise
_ASM errored amplltude-sensing monopulse
SW spherical wave
O_ feed displacement vector (x_, y_, zc)
__ discontinuous _-redian phase discontinuity
Xp, yp, Zp parent paraboloid coordinates
local radial and polar net variables
O_p, _£p offset parametersof paraboloid
Xlp' YIp
• axial displacement of _araboloid
Zlp
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FOCAL AXIS RESOLVER FOR OFFSET REFLECTOR ANTENNAS
R. F. Schmidt
Ooddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
INTRODUCTION
In boththemathematlcalslmulatlonand thephysicalimplementationf
reflectorantennas,the focal point (F) is of considerableinterest. In many
cases,knowledgeof the focal point is sufficientand the focal axis is of
no particularconcern. Once a feed is situatedat the focalpoint (of a
paraboloid), feed rotation affects the amplitude distribution in the aperture
plane, but the far-field radiation pattern is not squinted. In some ca_es,
knowledge of the focal axis is also required. For example, rendering a_
annulus of the aperture Ineffective by =cans of defocusslng along the for_L
axis to achleve an increased beamwldth requires precise knowledge of the focal
axis if beam squint is to be avoided. Angle-tracklng systems (active or
passive) ordinarily require determination of the focal axis as well. Examples
of these can be found in textbooks and journal articles which discuss conical-
scanning and mohopulse angle-tracklng techniques.
This memorandum is an outgrowth of offset reflector antenna studies
associated with the Large-Antenna Hultlple-Frequency Microwave Radiometer
(LAMMR). Since the physical rim (Fy) oF the offset antenna is not, fn general,
congruent with the rim of the aperture (FAp) but is, in fact, elliptical when
the aperture is circular, the foca! axis is not as obvious as it is for a
symmetric or parent paraboloid. See Appendix A. For the latter, the perpen-
dicular to the physical rim (_y) establishes the focal axis, and the focal
point is found either directly-by far-field techniques or indirectly by in-
tel_ediate near-fleld techniques. See Reference i. An estimate of the
orientation of the focal axis of an crfset antenna may be obtained from the
central ray of an axially diracted plane wave incident on the antenna. This
approach is feasible for mathematical simulations where the equations of the
offset antenna are known and the axis of the parent paraboioid is obvious.
See Figure i. In the physical realm, the _ymmetry plane of the offset
antenna wmy be obvious, but the parent axis (gz) is _ot. An improved means
for determining the focal axis in mathematical slmulatlons is to carry out a
complete focal region mapping procedure which provides Isophotes, wavefronts,
and tlme-average Po_tlng vectors. See Reference 2. Although expensive in
computer cpu-tlme, three estimates of the focal axis are available via this
approach. The physical conterpart of the preceding mapping is possible, but
motivates an inquiry into simpler and more direct alternatives.
An iteratlve or indirect means for resolving the focal 8xls of an offset
paraboloid which is applicable in both simulation and real worlds Is to assume
a candidate focal axis and rely on information obtained from successive feed
displacement. This method was employed initially in the mathematical slmula-
tion of the antenna system at 37.0 _nd 91.0 GHz to study the effects of de-
focussing on LAM>_ radiation pattern beamwidth. Since all axes except the
focal axis will result in progressively larger secondary beam squint angles,
approximately according to the equation
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Figure I. Single Offset Reflector Geometry.
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sin 0s = _7 (l)
where (A) is the feed dlsplac_nent orthogonal to the focal axis, it is possi-
ble to converge on the focal axis by trial and error. One disadvantage of
this approach is that both quadratic and linear phase gradients may be in-
curred in the aperture and these can significantly alter the beam shape.
. Misinterpretations concerning beam squint therefore occasionally occur and
confuse the focal-axis updating process, at least temporarily. The direction
(0) of the main beam maximum becomes stationary as the process converges.
THEORY
The theory underlying the focal axis resolver presented In thls memorandum
is predicated on the assumption that the wavefronts of an offset paraboloid in
• the vicinity of the focal point (F) are essentially planar. See Reference 2.
If the admission is made that the wavefronts on either side of the inclined
Airy disc are converging spherical and diverging spherical waves, perhaps
slightly asymmetric due to a finite F/D ratio (f-number), the representation
of Figure 2 constitutes an idealization. Nevertheless, the iteratlve process
to be described for determining a focal axis of an offset paraboloid still
converges. A candidate focal axi_ is selected here also, based on a knowledge
of geometric design parameters or a ray diagram.
In the theory of monopulse angle-tracking methods, the combination of a
paraboloid and a feed cluster are said to comprise amplitude-sensing monopulse
whereas an array hy itself constitutes phase-senaing monopulse. See Reference
3, p. 70. Either configuration may be used to resolve the (@,_) angles of
arrival of an essentially plane wave from a cooperative or non-cooperative
target. A single pulse will effect the resolution, or c0ntinuous-wave track-
ing may be employed. A two-horn or four-horn feed cluster, and the associated
monopulse (Z) and (A) "comparator" network, may be introduced in the vicinity
of the focus (F) as suggested by Figure 2. It is noted that the parabolold,
oh reception, generates an inclined plane wave (approximately) in the vicinity
of the focus and is not a part of the resolver mechanism. Furthermore, the
focal axis which is to be determined is the one which corresponds to the situ-
ation shown in Figure l, with an incident plane wave arriving along the focal
axis of the parent paraboloid. The horn cluster therefore functions in a
manner reminiscent of phase-sensing monopulse. In the present discussion,
however, the inclined wave is stationary and the feed is rotated to obtain
data that eventually resolve its direction of arrival. This should be con-
trusted with a conventional monopulse scenario in which the wave angle of
arrival is changing continuously and the circuit generates a sum and differ-
ence signal pair to track the target continuously.
Initially assume that only the one spntlal angle (@) of Figure 2 is to
be resolved. That is, either delete feeds _ and _4' temporarily, or declare
that the comparator is a four-hybrid type wh%ch adds the outputs of _I to _3
and those of _2 to _4" This hybrid finally forms the sum and difference
signals
FA
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Figure 2. Wavefronts and Feeds in the Focal Region.
Z = E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 (2)
A = (E!+ E3) - (E2 + E4). (3)
The sum pattern can now be used to locate the focal point (F) by a standard
procedure just as if it were a single feed. See Reference i.
The phase center of the feed cluster in Figure 2 is at the geometric
center of tilecluster and is now assumed coincident with (F). For purposes
of implementation, the separate sources (_/I->_4)may be taken of diameter
D_ = X/2. The radius of the Airy dlsc, for a single reflector is
4.22 FX (4)
RAD D
where F and D are the focal length and aperture diameter of the offset re-
flector. The effect of cluster rotation on the difference pattern, under re-
ceptlon, is examined.
The outputs (Z) and (A) of the comparator for resolving the single angle
(@FA) are shown in the diagram of Figure 3. The sum (Z) sig_al is arbitrarily
situated on the positive real axis. It follows that the difference (A) signal
is ideally either null, or temporally orthogonal to the (7.)signal, a well
kno_alcharacteristic of phase-sensing monopulse configurations (PSM). Further,
it appears that either the depth of the minima, corresponding to different
cluster rotati_m an_les (_), or the phase jump (__L) can become criteria for
resolving the focal axis angle (0FA), which _s distinct from conventional
monopulse techniques.
Even though monopulse is basically a receiving concept, reciprocity is now
invoked and the far-field (Z) and (A) radiation patterns are Subsequently con-
sidered for math_natJzal simulation. Actually, only data corresponding to
8 = 0° are requir¢_d;recall the previous discussion pertaining to reception of
an axia! plane wave. In the measureme_ntsrealm, the far-field radiation
patterns can, of course, be obtained two ways: (i) transmitter at the offset
antenna, or (2) transmitter a_ a collimation fewer. In the measurc_nentsap-
proach @ = 0° might not be directly identifiable; therefore, some small angular
excursion to either side of Q = 0° should be anticipated for the d_nain over
which the (Z) and (_) patterns are recorded. The transition from the detailed
focal region field discussion to the fak-field radiation patter_Lswii].sub-
sequently be clarified by means of a specific example. The results obtained
adhere closely to the theory presented above, but it may be more convincing
to arrive at the ortho_onality relationship illustrated in Figure 3 by reason-
ing through the sequence of events from the tranmn,it point of view before
proceeding with the example.
The feed configuration of Figure 2 is now combined with an offset
paraboloid geometry such as that illustrated in Figure !. Taken as an entity,
this ccmbination comprises a conventional amplitude-sensing monopulse con-
figuration (AS}I)when the feed cluster axis and the focal axis coincide
(8 = 0FA). _'henthis coincidence is lacking, an errored amplitude-sensing mono-
pulse configuration (cAS_|)may be identified. It is reasonable, therefore, to
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anticipate that the pi,nq_ relationship for £ --"t:FA between (Z) and (A) is such
that a phase jump or discontinuity (__]_) e__.istsacross 0 -- 0°. It is also
reasonable to anticipate that the null value of the (A) channel associated
with _ --@FA will degrade to on!y a rainL_.un."luc whose d_pth is a function
of the angle (.'3). This is because rotation ,1 the feed axis away from the
focal axis (i) reduces the transverse feed displac_-nent component with respect
to the focal axis, in turn reducing tbc amount of beam squint of the far-field
radiation patterns and (2) increases the paralle! feed displacement component,
in turn _ntrodueir.,gphase lead and phase lag of the individual squinted bemm
fields. See equations (5) and (6), under Radiation Pattern Data, for the
feed disp!ac_-nent vectors (Z¢,) an] (_(,:).
The effects of feed cluster rotation may also be digcussed in terms of
reduced (-) linear phase gradients and increased (±) quadratic phase gradients
in the aperture plane. ]he inference is tlmt the lead-lag phase relationship
between the fields of the separate squinted bem_as which are used to form the
(A) pattern leads to the s_me situation dep._ct_q in Figure 3. In conclusion,
regarding the offset paraboloid and the feed cluster as an entity on trans-
mission, the (_) feed-cluster rotation introduces error into an amplitude-
sensing monopulse configuration so that it acq_,ircs chz-.acteris_ies of a
phase-sensing monopulsL: $yst_.
,RADIATION PATTERN DATA
The separate squinted radiation patterns uhich result from feed dis-
plac_..ents such as those illustrated in I:igur_ 2 are given as Figure 4. The
vector disFlac_..ents for a two-feud cluster are:
_': = (xcl'Y_I, z_;) = (R3 cos £, 0.0, - R_ sin _) (5)
z ) = (-R_ cos '_ 0.0, R_ sin _) (6)
_€_ "- (3:(:!,Y(_, _: -"
which is easily c_<tended to a four-horn cluster. Figure 4 depicts the situa-
tion at _j = !. = 52.0 °. !t i_ n_t,:d that there is a steep 0hase gradient
across O_, mai{_ lobe of each beam which is astrihutoblc to the magnitude of
the offset parmmetcr for the _'_rabolic ._urfuce. See Reference 2. The elec-
') tromagnetic "center of cravitv °' !._below the 1. axis, whereas the observer
arc is centered on the origin ,_[ coordinates (o) and cuts across wavefronts
as indicat_d by Figure ].
Tim sun (') an,] diff,_,r_.nce(l) _ar-ficld ampJitudc patterns corre-
spondin_ te i:= ;::.-- ; = -_o r,_. .. .)_ , _- , and 56° are sho_,-nas Figure 5, 6, and _.
Input paran',:tersto the ph.vsic,,/opaics prottra:r,_4hich produced Figure 5 are:
Focal !.,.n,,.:th_',= 8..9_'",1:5
Max. ih*.dius. = 6.56167'
Min. Radit:,_,1.,_.. = 1).;_'
Offset Ct,nst,mts :-,p, -8.85,_"5'.... v_p --- 0.0', ::,.p = -8.20208'
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Polarization Moments PI(I) = P,-(I) = 1.0, PI(,I) = l':(.J) = 0.0
P_(K) = L'_(K) = 0.0
Feed Displacements x_l = 0.00409', Ytz = 0.0' =, zcl --0.00524'
xcz = -0.00409', Yt_ = 0.O', zc2 = :).00524'
Euler Angles t,1 ---90", _I = 52°, Y1 = O.O°, ¢t2 = 90", I"2= 52°, Y? = 0.0"
N
Exponent for Feed Pattern I:.5 = cos @, N I = 0.0, N2 = 0.0
and the parametric equations for tlne surface are:
x sin + x (7)
P = O_p r._.p lP
y = cos " + y (8)P -OCp :'_-P IP
(op'_ez - " +z (9)
p 4F IP
o ' = :: " + v (10)
P P - p
x _ 0 => offset here (11)
1P
v _ (9 here (12)
lP
:: = -F. (13)
I P
The anticipated nu!l-fillin? car_ be seen in I:i._ures 5, 6 and 7, with 1_ = 54 °
emerging- as the best estimate for the focal axis angle (0FA) of this set.
Additional values of (_;) were assumed, resulting in a composite plot of A rain.
versus B. See Figurt" S.
Expanding the abcissa of FLgt'-re ,q by a factor of 100 and using small
increments of (i) to ebtain a .'nor,_" precise resolution of the focal axis angle
(OVA) Mlowed that the theoretical nulJ could ncvur be acl.ievcd ".,'ith the offset
paroboloid. --Figtxre9 converges to the zeru derivative rather than the infinite
deriwltive [.a min_. Nevertht:less, the useful rt.st,lt _'_. 54.02 is obtai,1,..d) 1-1%
from Figure 9. The absence of a null is due to the asymmetry ef tim offset
paraboloid as seen by thc :_cds (J1) and ($2) in Fi._.,ure '2. It was found that
the r:m:.,c of (5) values t,t Figure 9 resulted in squinted beam pairs sue!, as
shown in Figure 4 which crosse, the : = 0 axis at slightly different Ievels.
]'he deviation was between 0.0050 and 0.0054 dB. At ." = "'FA the far-field /,"O
patterns are antiphased, but can never annihilate perfectly. 'this is a charac-
teristie of the ,5 = 0°, 180 ° radiation pattern cut :or the offset paraboloid,
but not the ¢ = 90 °, 270 ° cut when the orthogonal cr:'or clnannel is implemented
by feeds_3 and _,, of Figure 2.
The sum (_[)and difference (i) far-fie]d phase patterns, obtained sim, l-
taneously in the ph:csical opt Zt'ssolution with the amplitude patterns (Figures
5, 6, 7) are given here as Fi_ure.q !0, [I, 12. Relative phase between (Z) and
(,A)approaches a discontinuous jump_f_-q,across _"= 0 as i_ approaches d AFA"
12:
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composite plot is constructed and expanded as before. See Figures 13 and ]_.
It is apparent that these curves also lead to a precise resolution of the
inclination angle (0FA) of the focal axis of the offset paraboloid. Whether
amplitude or phase is used to determine this angle, the coarse scale allows
direct reading to the nearest 0. I0° and the expanded scale allows direct read-
ing to the nearest 0.001 °, well beyond most practical requirements.
Some of the features of Figures I0 through 12 are interesting and may be
worth discussing. Their form is accounted for as follows. Under ideal condi-
tions, ASM in an offset geometry exhibits relative phase difference equal to
zero or _-radius, and a discontinuous jump (._) in the neighborhood of @ = 0°.
See Figure 15. For this situation, the feed cluster axis coincides with the
focal axis of the offset reflector (B = OFA). In Figure ii, B_0FA, and the
ideal ASM characteristics are almost attained. The relative phase differences
are approximately equal to zero or _ radlans away from 0 = 0°. At 0 = 0° a
relative phase difference of approximately 2_/3 radlans replaces a discontin-
uous jump__. In Figure i0 and Figure 12, B/OFA and relative phase differ-
ences vary noticeably as a function of observer angle (0) and converge to _/2
radians at 0 = 0°, which was predicted for (tASM), and is a characteristic
usually associated with (PSM). The transition from (_ASM) to (ASM) is very
rapid as (_) approaches (0FA).
DUALL_NGLE RESOLUTION
Two cases of dual-angle resolution are now considered. In the first
ease it is assumed that an ideal parabololdal surface is retained, but both
offset parameters are non-trivial. That is,
Xlp _ 0 (14)
Ylp _ O. (15)
This is equivalent to a rotation or indexing of the previous single-angle
resolution case since
(x2 + y2 = (16)
lp lp) ½ Xlp
dual dual single
in general. A candidate focal axis is chosen as before, and either the minima
of the (A) channel or the relative phase difference between the (A) and (l)
channels may be used to resulve the focal axis (0FA , _FA) with precision. In
the second case, it is assumed that the paraboloidal surface has undergone
some perturbation possibly due to physical rotation of the mechanical struc-
ture or to 3olar distortion. The optical focal point (F) no longer exists,
and is replaced by a caustic surface.
For the first case, a reasonable approximation to both GFA and _FA is
assumed, since
0 ! _FA ! 2_. (17)
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For the second case, a reasonable :lpproximation to c. alone is required since
it is obviot,s that FA
¢ = _ (18)
for X,p < 0, .'besituation depicted In Figure I. Also, it becomes necessary
to admit ethel Et_lerangle values '.,.-side(1="90°, v = 0° for the general feed
cluster orientation, and two error channel sign,l]sare observed.
CONCLUSION
This T:.I has presented technical arguments leading to tile conclusion that
a single or dual-angle focal axis resolver, predicated on odd and even sensing
functions, may be developed and applied in both mathematical simulation of an-
tenna systems and in the physical world. An offset paraboloid, properly a
sector of a parent or rotationa!ly s%nnmetricparabo]oid, was used to illustrate
tileconcepts. The focal axis reso]ver may be applied to other configurations
as well. See Reference h, u'hichdiscusses the inclined focal axis of a dual
parabolic cylinder antenna, for example.
in tilecourse 0f tilediscussion, tileterminology developed around phase-
sensing and nmplit,.uh.-s'.msin_monalmlse (PSH, ASH) was used. Reference to
monopulse is natural lleresince certain aspects of the focal axis resolver
discussion have a one-to-one correspondence with monopulse. Depending on what
elements are encompassed and depending cn:the value of the feed cluster angle
(_), offered AS._I,pure AS:I,aim pure PSH can be identified. Conceptually,
the introduction of a feed,cluster in a focal region with planar wavefront
tends to indicate that tilt:resolver per se is a PSH device, the paraboloid
functioning merely as a rr;msducer _,'hich converts an incident plane wave into
another (restricted) plane wave region. Tileutilization of the resolver,
and reliance ,:nthe far field radiation patterns, dictate that the combination
of feed cluster and par_,holoidcomprises either ((ASH) "orpure (ASH) is
°" _FA or ._ = :iFA.
Actuall':', it can he ,irgued that the focal axis resolver is neither (PSH),
((ASH), or (AS}I} since it i._ not imperative that the sum channel be used. The
focal axis can he re.,;ol\'ed !,y regarding tile depth of the rr,,inin,t.n of the error
channel (?.) clam,, _,'hic]- is Imt char;wteristic of monopulse operat$ons. Tar-
get scintillation and noise would prohiI_it angle-tracking by this approach,
{Ind defeat the monopul..,,, concept entirely. Yulthcr. the dependence oI_ tile
deve!opmcnt of several minima to determine the prec':se focal ;,:-:is would be
tinalol'ous to conic:ll .';cannill,'4 rather than monopulse since a single .pulse is
(,,,,) by the former method.inadequate to resaivt, a target h,:arinR n -
This "i._: has docu:-:ent,,d the rudiments of what appearq to be a useful de-
vice for resolvin_ foca! axes with precision in difficult situations. Its
limitations, i.".;ple'at'lt._ti,m details, nnd tectmiques for e]ininntin!: feed and
c'c*mparntor err,_r,_ tI:r,mt:h [utercha:L_:es, for example, were not explored,
Utilizatior, of tile resolver is {n mathe,',.at{cal _aimulations, and in the
physical world.
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APPENDIX A
Rim and Aperture _oundarles
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Figure A-I. Offset Parabolold.
From Figure A-I it can be seen that for every point (OZD, _£p) of a polar
net coincident with the aperture plane (AP) there exists a pbint on the surface
y. If, In particular, only a circular rim of the aperture (FAp) is considered,
it follows that only the physical rim (Fy) of the surface is obtained. Then
the entire set of rim points (X'p, y'p, Z'p) or (Fy) may be written as the
entire set of rlm points
X'p = O'£p sin _£p + Xlp (l-A)
y'p = -O'£p cos _£p + Ylp (2-A)
, = (_2+ z (3-A)
Zp 4F Ip
(O,p) 2 = (X,p)2 + (y,p)2 (4-A)
A-I
where
Xlp # 0 => offset here (5-A)
y_p = 0 _ (6-A)
Zip = -F (7-A)
and (O'£D) designates the aperture radius value. The collection of points
(X'p, y'_, Z'p) constitutes the intersection of a cylinder with a parabolold,
the axes of both rotationally symmetric surfaces being assumed parallel, but
not in general coincident.
A method of demonstrating that the rim (ry) of the physical surface is an
ellipse is to first establish that it is a planar curve. A rotational trans-
formation about the y-axis of _igure A-I accomplishes this, and the amount of
that rotation (0o) is deter_,Ined here by the rim points corresponding to
_£p = 90°, 270 ° . The rotational transformation is
"' - ' sin 0o (8-A)x = Xp cos 0o Zp
y = y_ (9-A)
z = Xp' sin 8o + Z'p cos 8o (10-A)
and the angle is
0o --arc tan ]Az] = z'O - z'O =-Zlp (II-A)
laxI x'(9- x'G 2F
Since the latter establishes that
½
sin 0o = -Xlp I [(Xlp) 2 + (4F_)] (12-A)
cos 0o = 2F / [(Xlp) 2 + (4F2)] !_ ,
(13-A)
the rotated rim (I'7) appears as
(Otp sin _£p + Xlp) 2F [z']
' (-xIp) (14-A)X
(X_p + 4F2)½ (X_p + 4F2) ½
A-2
y = -O' (15-A)£p cos _£p
(O'_p sin _p + Xlp) (-xIp) [z'] (2F)
z = + (16-A)
" (X 2 + 4F2)½ (x 2 + 4F2) l_
Ip Ip
where
(O'p)2 [(x')2+ (y')=]
[Z'] = F = - F
4F 4F
(O'_p) 2 + 2Xlp O'9,p sin _£p + x2
Ip (17-,)
= -- F
4F
Substituting [z'] into (15-A) leads to
z = [-_ X21p - _ (O'£p)2 - 2F2]/(X21p + 4F2) ½ = constant. (18-A)
Since (18-A) is independent of (_Ep), and o9op = O'_p = constant, as well as
(Xlp) and (F), it may be concluded that the physical rim of the offset para-
bolold, which was designated (Fy), is a planar curve. That is, the inter-
section of a cylinder with axis parallel to the parent paraboloid axis lies
in a plane.
From equations (14-A) and 15-A) which relate to a planar curve,
{[(O,_p)2 - (y) 2]½ + Xlp} 2F
X -----
(X21p + 4F2)½
{(O_p)2 + 2x , 2 2]_ l (-Xlp)
ip[(O£p) - (y)
- -F I (19-A)
4F (X21p + 4F2)½
After some algebraic reduction,
2[(O, p)2 _ (y)2]½ (X21P + 4F2) + Xlp(X21P + 4F2) + Xlp(O'£pO_2
x = (20-A)
4F(x 2 + 4F2) ½
IP
A-3
which is recognized as the equation of an ellipse. Letting
C = (x2 "F4F2) _ = constant (21-A)
o iP
the standard form of an ellipse is easily recovered:
Ix- Xlp[(Co)2 + (o'_)21]2
4C F
o y2
+ = I (22-A)
Co £p
2F
When x -, O, the ellipse degenerates to a circle.
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